Industry update from Ofgem – up to date as of 4 July 2018

UNC636 ‘Updating the parameters for the NTS Optional Commodity Charge’: Request for evidence

In order to inform our decision on UNC636 (including the four proposed alternatives), we are asking interested parties to provide evidence. In order to preserve the confidential nature of the evidence being provided, the evidence must be sent to Ofgem via a designated Huddle workspace by no later than 5pm on 13 July 2018. To this end please tell us by emailing Gas.TransmissionResponse@ofgem.gov.uk by 5pm on 10 July 2018 the names and email addresses of the person(s) responsible for your company’s evidence submission.


Notice of intention not to reject National Grid Gas Transmission’s Network Output Measures (NOMs) Methodology

On 19 June 2018 we published a notice not to reject NGGT’s submitted proposals as we are satisfied that the modified Methodology better facilitates the NOMs objectives set out in Special Condition 7D. The modified NOMs Methodology (version no. 2.0) therefore comes into effect on the 19 June 2018 and NGGT is required to implement it from this date.


Government selects Martin Cave as preferred candidate to be next Ofgem chairman

The Government has announced that Professor Martin Cave is the preferred candidate to be next chairman of Ofgem. Martin Cave is the former deputy chair of the Competition Commission and deputy panel chair of the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA). The appointment is subject to pre-appointment hearing by the BEIS select committee on July 3.